INTRODUCTION {#sec1}
============

Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is an enveloped, single-stranded, positive-sense RNA virus in the Flaviviridae family that infects approximately 130 million to 150 million people worldwide ([@B1], [@B2]). Seven distinct HCV genotypes and 67 subtypes have been characterized ([@B3]). The level of nucleotide sequence diversity between genotypes is 30 to 35% and that between subtypes is 20 to 25% ([@B4]), leading to HCV genotype- and subtype-dependent variability in the treatment response to individual direct-acting antiviral agents (DAAs) ([@B5][@B6][@B7]). The RNA-dependent RNA polymerase of HCV is intrinsically error prone, and its lack of a proofreading function results in the introduction of approximately 1 nucleotide change per genome per replication cycle, leading to the presence of preexisting drug-resistant variants and their expansion under selective pressure ([@B8]). Understanding treatment-emergent resistance-associated variants (RAVs) as well as the impact of preexisting variants on treatment outcome in patients failing treatment with DAA therapy is important for the assessment of treatment and retreatment options.

In the AVIATOR phase 2b clinical study (study M11-652; ClinicalTrials.gov number NCT01464827), several combinations of three HCV DAAs with distinct mechanisms of action were evaluated ([@B9]). Paritaprevir (formerly ABT-450, identified by AbbVie and Enanta) is an inhibitor of the HCV NS3/4A protease and is coadministered with the pharmacokinetic enhancer ritonavir (paritaprevir/r). Amino acid variants conferring resistance to paritaprevir were detected in NS3 at position 155, 156, or 168 *in vitro* or following monotherapy in HCV genotype 1 (GT1)-infected subjects ([@B10]). Ombitasvir (formerly ABT-267) is an HCV NS5A inhibitor. NS5A variants conferring resistance to ombitasvir were selected *in vitro* or following monotherapy in GT1-infected subjects at amino acid position 28, 30, 31, 58, or 93 ([@B11]). Dasabuvir (formerly ABT-333) is a palm I site nonnucleoside HCV RNA-dependent RNA polymerase inhibitor. Variants conferring resistance to dasabuvir were selected in NS5B at amino acid position 316, 414, 448, 556, or 559 *in vitro* or following monotherapy in GT1-infected subjects ([@B12], [@B13]).

AVIATOR was an open-label study with 14 treatment arms that enrolled 571 GT1-infected patients without cirrhosis who were treatment naive or prior null responders to pegylated interferon and ribavirin (RBV). Patients were randomly assigned to one of several two-drug (2D) or three-drug (3D) regimens of paritaprevir/r combined with ombitasvir or dasabuvir, or both, for 8, 12, or 24 weeks ([@B9]). All treatment arms except one also included RBV. The rate of sustained virologic response 24 weeks after treatment (SVR~24~) ranged from 83% to 100% across the treatment arms, with optimal SVR~24~ rates being in the arms that contained a 3D rather than a 2D regimen ([@B9]). Among the treatment-naive patients who received a 3D regimen with RBV (with paritaprevir administered at 150 mg with 100 mg of ritonavir), SVR~24~ rates ranged from 88% to 97% among those who received 8 and 12 weeks of therapy; extending treatment to 24 weeks offered no further benefit ([@B9]). Across the study, the most frequent adverse events were fatigue, headache, nausea, and insomnia, and 1% of the patients discontinued treatment due to adverse events ([@B9]).

The objective of this analysis was to provide a comprehensive evaluation of viral resistance in patients in the AVIATOR study who received the 3D regimen with or without RBV ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). This subpopulation included 406 treatment-naive or prior null-responder patients receiving 8, 12, or 24 weeks of therapy in 10 treatment arms ([@B9]). The overall SVR~24~ rate in the treatment-naive patients was 87.5% (189/216) for the GT1a-infected patients and 98% (100/102) for the GT1b-infected patients. The SVR~24~ rate in the prior null responders was 93% (51/55) for the GT1a-infected patients and 97% (32/33) for the GT1b-infected patients. Twenty-one patients (20 infected with GT1a and 1 infected with GT1b) experienced virologic failure (VF), due to on-treatment breakthrough or posttreatment relapse. Thirteen patients did not achieve an SVR~24~ for nonvirologic reasons, e.g., early discontinuations or missing viral load data at 24 weeks posttreatment. The results of the analysis of viral resistance in patients in the AVIATOR study who received a 2D regimen with RBV are presented in the supplemental material.

###### 

Study design and treatment outcome of the AVIATOR 3D regimen with and without RBV

  Study population and arm                Inclusion of RBV with 3D[^*a*^](#T1F1){ref-type="table-fn"} regimen   Duration (wk) of treatment   Paritaprevir dose (mg)[^*b*^](#T1F2){ref-type="table-fn"}   \% SVR~24~[^*c*^](#T1F3){ref-type="table-fn"}   No. of patients experiencing VF[^*d*^](#T1F4){ref-type="table-fn"}              
  --------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- --- -- --- ---
  Treatment naive                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
      A                                   \+                                                                    8                            150                                                         83.9 (47/56)                                    95.8 (23/24)                                                                9   1
      E                                   −                                                                     12                           150                                                         82.7 (43/52)                                    100 (25/25)                                                          1      4   
      F                                   \+                                                                    12                           100                                                         96.3 (26/27)                                    100 (12/12)                                                                     
      G                                   \+                                                                    12                           150                                                         92.6 (25/27)                                    100 (13/13)                                                                 1   
      H                                   \+                                                                    24                           100                                                         92.6 (25/27)                                    92.3 (12/13)                                                                1   
      I                                   \+                                                                    24                           150                                                         85.2 (23/27)                                    100 (12/12)                                                                     
  Treatment-experienced null responders                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
      K                                   \+                                                                    12                           100                                                         86.7 (13/15)                                    100 (8/8)                                                            2          
      L                                   \+                                                                    12                           150                                                         92.3 (12/13)                                    100 (9/9)                                                            1          
      M                                   \+                                                                    24                           100                                                         92.9 (13/14)                                    88.9 (8/9)                                                           1          
      N                                   \+                                                                    24                           150                                                         100 (13/13)                                     100 (7/7)                                                                       

The 3D regimen consisted of paritaprevir/r, ombitasvir, and dasabuvir.

The daily dose of paritaprevir (plus 100 mg of ritonavir) in each arm is indicated; ombitasvir was included at 25 mg once daily, dasabuvir was included at 400 mg twice daily, and RBV was included at 1,000 mg if the body was less than 75 kg or 1,200 mg if the body weight was 75 kg or more.

Data in parentheses represent the number of patients achieving SVR~24~/total number of patients in the treatment arm.

Patients not achieving SVR~24~ for nonvirologic reasons, e.g., early discontinuations and missing SVR~24~ data, were not considered VFs.

In the resistance analyses of the AVIATOR study, the prevalence of baseline variants at resistance-associated amino acid positions in NS3, NS5A, and NS5B and their impact on treatment outcome (SVR~24~) were evaluated. Treatment-emergent RAVs in the 21 patients who experienced VF and 2 of the patients who did not achieve SVR~24~ for nonvirologic reasons and for whom posttreatment samples were available were assessed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#sec2}
=====================

Clinical study design. {#sec2-1}
----------------------

The AVIATOR study (Clinical.Trials.gov number NCT01464827) was a randomized, open-label, phase 2b study with 14 treatment arms that examined the safety and efficacy of combinations of paritaprevir/r, ombitasvir, dasabuvir, and RBV in patients with HCV GT1 infection. Details of the study and randomization procedure were previously described ([@B9]). Paritaprevir was administered once daily at a dose of 100 mg, 150 mg, or 200 mg with 100 mg of ritonavir. Ombitasvir was dosed at 25 mg once daily, and dasabuvir was dosed at 400 mg twice daily. The daily dose of RBV was 1,000 mg (divided into doses of 400 mg and 600 mg) if the body weight was less than 75 kg or 1,200 mg (600 mg twice daily) if the body weight was 75 kg or more. The treatment duration was 8, 12, or 24 weeks. Ten of the treatment arms included the 3D regimen with paritaprevir doses of 100 mg or 150 mg, as shown in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. Four of the treatment arms included the 2D regimen with paritaprevir (100 mg, 150 mg, or 200 mg) dosed with either ombitasvir or dasabuvir plus RBV (see Table S1 in the supplemental material). The primary efficacy endpoint was SVR~24~ (which was considered an HCV RNA level below the lower limit of quantitation \[25 IU/ml\] at 24 weeks posttreatment).

All of the patients provided written informed consent. The study was performed in accordance with good clinical practice guidelines and the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki, and the study protocol was approved by the relevant institutional review boards and regulatory agencies.

Sample processing. {#sec2-2}
------------------

The subtype-specific primers for reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR), nested PCR, and sequencing were designed based on the alignments of GT1a or GT1b sequences in the European HCV database ([@B14]) in conserved regions specific to the gene of interest, with nucleotide degeneracies incorporated at positions where significant variability existed among the HCV sequences for the subtype. HCV RNA was purified from 550 μl of plasma samples using an Abbott m2000 instrument (Abbott Molecular, Des Plaines, IL) and eluted in a volume of 70 μl. The target genes, the NS3/4A, NS5A, and NS5B genes, were each amplified from 20 μl of the purified HCV RNA by RT-PCR using a SuperScript III one-step RT-PCR system with Platinum *Taq* high-fidelity DNA polymerase (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), followed by nested PCR using primers appropriate for subtype 1a or 1b samples. Only samples with HCV RNA levels of ≥1,000 IU/ml were amplified in order to reduce the chance of oversampling bias. For patients who did not achieve SVR~24~, the sample with an HCV RNA level of ≥1,000 IU/ml obtained the closest in time after VF or treatment discontinuation was utilized. In this study, no patient samples were excluded due to a low viral titer. For samples with HCV RNA levels of ≤50,000 IU/ml, the RT-PCR was carried out in triplicate, and the products were pooled prior to their use as a template for nested PCR.

Population sequencing of NS3/4A, NS5A, and NS5B was conducted on the nested PCR products using gene- and subtype-specific primers. For clonal sequencing, the nested gel-purified NS3 or NS5A PCR products were cloned into the pJET1.2/blunt cloning vector using a CloneJET PCR cloning kit (Fermentas, Glen Burnie, MD), while NS5B was cloned into the GT1a or GT1b replicon shuttle vector cassette as described previously ([@B10], [@B11], [@B13], [@B15], [@B16]). Plasmid DNA was isolated from an average of 81 individual colonies per sample (range, 52 to 95), and the target gene was sequenced. At least two sequencing reads were performed in each direction across each target, providing a minimum of four sequencing reads.

Sequence analyses. {#sec2-3}
------------------

Analyses for (i) the prevalence of variants at resistance-associated amino acid positions in NS3, NS5A, and NS5B at baseline, (ii) the impact of baseline HCV variants on treatment response (SVR~24~) using the chi-square test, and (iii) treatment-emergent RAVs were performed using SAS (version 9.3) software (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC) under a UNIX operating system. On the basis of the results of *in vitro* studies with HCV subgenomic replicons and phase 2a clinical studies in HCV-infected patients, the following were identified to be signature resistance-associated amino acid positions in the baseline sequence analysis: 36, 56, 155, 156, and 168 in NS3 in GT1a and 155, 156, and 168 in NS3 in GT1b for paritaprevir; 28, 30, 31, 32, 58, and 93 in NS5A in GT1a and 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 58, and 93 in NS5A in GT1b for ombitasvir; and 316, 414, 446, 448, 451, 553, 554, 555, 556, 558, 559, and 561 in NS5B in GT1a and 316, 368, 411, 414, 445, 448, 553, 556, 558, and 559 in NS5B in GT1b for dasabuvir ([@B10][@B11][@B13]). Although variants at amino acid residue 80 in NS3 are not associated with resistance to paritaprevir ([@B10]), position 80 was included in the GT1a analysis due to its impact on the NS3 protease inhibitor simeprevir ([@B5], [@B7]). Clonal sequencing validation experiments had previously established that variants identified in a single clone by clonal sequencing were not reproducibly detected in replicate experiments (P. Krishnan, unpublished data). Therefore, RAVs by clonal sequencing were defined as variants observed in 2 or more clones from a sample obtained at a baseline or postbaseline time point relative to the appropriate reference sequence GT1a strain H77 (GenBank accession number [NC004102](NC004102)) or GT1b strain Con1 (GenBank accession number [AJ238799](AJ238799)).

Antiviral activity against a panel of resistant variants. {#sec2-4}
---------------------------------------------------------

The methods for measuring the effects of individual amino acid variants on the activity of an inhibitor in HCV replicon cell culture assays were described previously ([@B17]). Variants in NS3, NS5A, or NS5B were each introduced into the GT1a strain H77 replicon using a Change-IT multiple-mutation site-directed mutagenesis kit (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA). After the presence of the variant(s) was confirmed by sequence analysis, the plasmid was linearized and a TranscriptAid T7 high-yield transcription kit (Fermentas, Glen Burnie, MD) was used to transcribe the HCV genomic RNA from the plasmid. In a transient-transfection assay, the replicon RNA containing the variant was transfected via electroporation into a Huh-7 cell line ([@B16]). The luciferase activity in the cells was measured using a Victor II luminometer (Perkin-Elmer, Waltham, MA). The 50% effective concentration was calculated using nonlinear regression curve fitting to the 4-parameter logistic equation and GraphPad Prism (version 4) software.

Compounds. {#sec2-5}
----------

Paritaprevir \[(2*R*,6*S*,12*Z*,13*aS*,14*aR*,16*aS*)-*N*-(cyclopropylsulfonyl)-6-{\[(5-methylpyrazin-2-yl)carbonyl\]amino}-5,16-dioxo-2-(phenanthridin-6-yloxy)-1,2,3,6,7,8,9,10,11,13a,14,15,16,16a-tetradecahydrocyclopropa\[e\]pyrrolo\[1,2-a\]\[1,4\]diazacyclopentadecine-14a(5H)-carboxamidehydrate\], ombitasvir \[dimethyl (\[(2S,5S)-1-(4-*tert*-butylphenyl)pyrrolidine-2,5-diyl\]bis{benzene-4,1-diylcarbamoyl(2S)pyrrolidine-2,1-diyl\[(2S)-3-methyl-1-oxobutane-1,2-diyl\]})biscarbamate hydrate\], and dasabuvir (sodium *N*-{6-\[3-*tert*-butyl-5-(2,4-dioxo-3,4-dihydropyrimidin-1(2H)-yl)-2-methoxyphenyl\]naphthalen-2-yl} methanesulfonamide) were synthesized at AbbVie, and their structures have been previously disclosed ([@B10], [@B13], [@B18]).

Phylogenetic analysis of baseline sequences. {#sec2-6}
--------------------------------------------

The population DNA sequences from baseline samples were included in the phylogenetic analyses to determine the genetic relatedness of the DAA target sequences according to geographic region: the United States or the European Union. One sample each from Canada and Australia was included in the analysis. Sequences encompassing nucleotides 1 to 1080 in NS3, 1 to 645 in NS5A, and 898 to 1773 in NS5B were aligned using the MAFFT method ([@B19]), and phylogenetic trees were constructed using the neighbor-joining tree-building method ([@B20]) with the HKY85 nucleotide substitution model ([@B21]). The reliability of the tree topology was examined using 1,000 bootstrapping replicates to generate a consensus tree with a 50% threshold cutoff for each phylogenetic analysis. Nucleotide sequence alignments and phylogenetic trees were generated using the Geneious ([@B22]) and MEGA (version 5) ([@B23]) software packages.

RESULTS {#sec3}
=======

Baseline analyses. {#sec3-1}
------------------

The baseline amino acid variants at positions associated with resistance to NS3, NS5A, or NS5B inhibitors in GT1a and GT1b are shown in [Tables 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} and [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}, respectively.

###### 

Prevalence of baseline polymorphisms in GT1a-infected patients

  Target and variant                                   \%[^*a*^](#T2F1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ---------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------
  NS3 (*n*[^*b*^](#T2F2){ref-type="table-fn"} = 230)   
      V36A                                             0.9
      V36L                                             1.3
      V36M                                             0.9
      Q80K                                             41
      Q80L                                             2.2
      D168A                                            0.4
  NS5 (*n* = 235)                                      
      M28T                                             0.4
      M28V                                             6.0
      L31M                                             0.4
      L31V                                             0.4
      Q30H                                             2.1
      Q30R                                             1.3
      H58C                                             0.4
      H58P                                             1.7
      H58Q                                             0.9
      H58R                                             1.3
      H58Y                                             0.4
      Y93C                                             0.4
      Y93H                                             1.3
      Y93N                                             0.4
  NS5B (*n* = 258)                                     
      C316Y                                            0.8
      M414T                                            0.4
      A553G                                            0.4
      S556G                                            3.1
      S556N                                            0.4
      S556R                                            0.4

Percentage of patients with the baseline polymorphism relative to the GT1a strain H77 reference sequence.

*n*, number of samples sequenced for that target.

###### 

Prevalence of baseline polymorphisms in GT1b-infected patients

  Target and variant                                                                            \%[^*a*^](#T3F1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------
  NS3 (*n*[^*b*^](#T3F2){ref-type="table-fn"} = 119), none[^*c*^](#T3F3){ref-type="table-fn"}   
  NS5A (*n* = 130)                                                                              
      R30Q                                                                                      8.5
      L31I                                                                                      2.3
      L31M                                                                                      6.2
      P58A                                                                                      0.8
      P58L                                                                                      0.8
      P58R                                                                                      0.8
      P58S                                                                                      3.8
      P58T                                                                                      2.4
      Y93H                                                                                      5.4
  NS5B (*n* = 125)                                                                              
      C316H                                                                                     0.8
      C316K                                                                                     0.8
      C316N                                                                                     18.4
      C316W                                                                                     0.8
      S368A                                                                                     0.8
      M414L                                                                                     0.8
      C445F                                                                                     1.6
      S556G                                                                                     16.0

Percentage of patients with the baseline polymorphism relative to the GT1b strain Con1 reference sequence.

*n*, number of samples sequenced for that target.

None, baseline polymorphisms were not detected at resistance-associated amino acid positions.

Baseline polymorphisms in NS3 in GT1a at amino acid position V36, Q80, or D168 were detected in 45% (104/230) of the sequences. Variants at amino acid position 36 or 168 were rarely observed at the baseline. Polymorphisms at amino acid position 80, predominantly Q80K, were frequently observed but conferred ≤3-fold resistance to paritaprevir ([@B10]). Baseline polymorphisms at resistance-associated amino acid positions were not observed in the 119 NS3 sequences from GT1b-infected patients.

Baseline polymorphisms in NS5A in GT1a at amino acid position M28, Q30, L31, H58, or Y93 were detected in 15% (35/235) of the sequences. M28V, which confers 58-fold resistance to ombitasvir in the GT1a replicon ([@B11]), was the most prevalent variant in GT1a. Baseline polymorphisms at amino acid position L28, R30, L31, P58, or Y93 in NS5A were detected in 25% (32/130) of the sequences in GT1b. Y93H, which confers 77-fold resistance to ombitasvir in the GT1b replicon ([@B11]), was the predominant resistance-conferring GT1b variant.

Baseline polymorphisms in NS5B in GT1a at amino acid position C316, M414, A553, or S556 were detected in 5% (13/258) of the sequences. S556G, which confers 30-fold resistance to dasabuvir ([@B13]), was the most prevalent variant in GT1a. Baseline polymorphisms amino acid position C316, S368, M414, C445, or S556 were detected in 28% (35/125) of the sequences in GT1b. The combination of variants C316N plus S556G, which confers 38-fold resistance to dasabuvir ([@B13]), was observed in 10.4% (13/125) of the samples.

By population sequencing analysis, none of the patients had baseline RAVs in all 3 targets, and only 2 patients (1 GT1a-infected patient and 1 GT1b-infected patient) had RAVs in NS5A as well as NS5B.

Association between baseline polymorphisms and treatment outcome. {#sec3-2}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

The most prevalent amino acid variants in GT1a-infected patients at baseline were Q80K in NS3, M28V in NS5A, and S556G in NS5B; of these, Q80K confers minimal resistance ([@B10]). Other variants conferring high-level resistance to components of the 3D regimen, observed in a minority of GT1a-infected patients, were D168A in NS3, Q30R, L31V, or Y93C/H/N in NS5A, and C316Y in NS5B ([@B10], [@B11], [@B13]). Although the number of patients with baseline variants other than Q80K was small, there was no difference in SVR~24~ rates among GT1a-infected patients with any of these variants at the baseline from those among patients with the reference amino acid residue at the corresponding position ([Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Observed SVR~24~ rate in the presence of baseline variants

  GT1a target   Variant    \% SVR~24~[^*a*^](#T4F1){ref-type="table-fn"}   *P* value[^*b*^](#T4F2){ref-type="table-fn"}   
  ------------- ---------- ----------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- -------
  NS3           Q80K       88 (78/89)                                      94 (122/130)                                   0.14
                D168A      0 (0/1)                                         92 (200/218)                                   0.087
  NS5A          M28T/V     86 (12/14)                                      92 (192/209)                                   0.339
                Q30R       100 (3/3)                                       91 (201/220)                                   1.0
                L31V       100 (1/1)                                       91 (203/222)                                   1.0
                Y93C/N/H   80 (4/5)                                        92 (200/218)                                   0.362
  NS5B          S556G      100 (7/7)                                       92 (220/239)                                   1.0
                C316Y      50 (1/2)                                        93 (226/244)                                   0.149

Data in parentheses represent the number of patients achieving SVR~24~/total number of patients who had a sequence available. Patients not achieving SVR~24~ for nonvirologic reasons, e.g., early discontinuations and missing SVR~24~ data, were excluded from this analysis.

*P* values were determined by the chi-square test.

Treatment-emergent variants in patients not achieving SVR~24~. {#sec3-3}
--------------------------------------------------------------

Of the 406 treatment-naive or prior null-responder patients receiving 8, 12, or 24 weeks of therapy with the 3D regimen, 21 patients experienced VF. Of these 21 patients, 5 experienced on-treatment breakthroughs and 16 were posttreatment relapsers ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Ten of the 21 patients, including the single GT1b-infected patient who experienced a posttreatment relapse, were in the 8-week arm of the study. The baseline variants and treatment-emergent RAVs identified by clonal sequencing in at least 2 clones (detection limit, 5 to 10%) in the patients experiencing VF are listed in [Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

RAVs relative to reference sequence in NS3, NS5A, and NS5B at time of VF[^*a*^](#T5F1){ref-type="table-fn"}

  Study population and arm                GT   VF type                 Variant(s)                                                                                                
  --------------------------------------- ---- ----------------------- ----------------------------------------- --------------------- ---------- ------------- ---------------- ---------------
  Treatment naive                                                                                                                                                                
      A                                   1a   Relapse at PTW 2        None[^*b*^](#T5F2){ref-type="table-fn"}   None                  M28V       M28V          None             None
      A                                   1a   Relapse at PTW 4        D168A/D                                   D168A                 none       Q30R          S556G/S          S556G
      A                                   1a   Relapse at PTW 4        None                                      None                  None       None          None             None
      A                                   1a   Relapse at PTW 4        None                                      None                  None       None          None             None
      A                                   1a   Relapse at PTW 8        None                                      None                  L31L/M     None          S556G/S          None
      A                                   1a   Relapse at PTW 2        None                                      None                  None       M28T + H58P   S556G/S          None
      A                                   1a   Relapse at PTW 4        None                                      None                  None       None          None             None
      A                                   1a   Relapse at PTW 4        None                                      None                  None       None          None             None
      A                                   1a   Relapse at PTW 24       None                                      D168V                 None       Q30R          None             S556G
      A                                   1b   Relapse at PTW 4        None                                      None                  None       None          None             None
      E                                   1a   Relapse at PTW 8        None                                      D168V                 Y93N/S/Y   Y93N          None             None
      E                                   1a   Breakthrough at wk 12   None                                      Y56H + D168Y, D168Y   None       M28V + Q30K   None             S556G
      E                                   1a   Relapse at PTW 8        None                                      D168V                 Y93N/Y     Y93N          None             M414T, S556G
      E                                   1a   Relapse at PTW 12       None                                      D168V                 None       Q30R          C316Y, S556G/S   C316Y + S556G
      E                                   1a   Relapse at PTW 2        None                                      D168V                 None       Q30R          None             S556G
      G                                   1a   Relapse at PTW 2        None                                      R155K, D168V          M28M/V     M28T          None             G554S, S556G
      H                                   1a   Relapse at PTW 48       None                                      None                  None       None          None             None
  Treatment-experienced null responders                                                                                                                                          
      K                                   1a   Breakthrough at wk 8    None                                      V36M + R155K, R155K   None       M28T, Q30R    None             D559G
      K                                   1a   Breakthrough at wk 6    None                                      D168V                 Q30Q/R     Q30R          None             A553T
      L                                   1a   Breakthrough at wk 12   None                                      D168Y                 None       Q30R          None             S556G
      M                                   1a   Breakthrough at wk 16   None                                      V36A/M + R155K        None       Q30R          M414I/M          G558R
  Treatment naive                                                                                                                                                                
      I                                   1a   D/C                     None                                      None                  M28V       M28V          None             S556G
      I                                   1a   D/C                     None                                      None                  None       None          None             None

GT, genotype; D/C, premature study drug discontinuation; PTW, posttreatment week; VF, virologic failure; +, linked variants; slashes, mixture of variants.

None, variants at resistance-associated amino acid positions were not detected by clonal sequencing.

Of the 20 GT1a-infected VF patients, 12 had RAVs in NS3 at the time of VF. Seven patients from the 8-week treatment arm had no RAVs in NS3 at the time of failure, nor did one patient who was treated for 24 weeks and subsequently relapsed at posttreatment week 48. Among the other patients, the treatment-emergent RAV D168V was detected in 7 patients, D168Y alone or in combination with Y56H was detected in 2 patients, and R155K alone or in combination with V36A/M was detected in 3 patients. D168A was identified at baseline and at the time of failure in 1 patient. Of note, 2 of the 3 patients with treatment-emergent R155K received a regimen including paritaprevir at the lower dose of 100 mg.

Fourteen of the 20 GT1a-infected patients had RAVs in NS5A at the time of VF. The 6 patients with no RAVs in NS5A at the time of failure included 5 from the 8-week treatment arm, as well as the patient described above who relapsed at posttreatment week 48. Among the other patients, treatment-emergent NS5A variants M28V plus Q30K were detected in 1 patient, M28T was detected in 3 patients, and Q30R was detected in 7 patients. Four of the 6 patients with preexisting NS5A variants at baseline also had the same variant at the time of failure.

Eleven of the 20 GT1a-infected patients had RAVs in NS5B at the time of VF. Nine of these patients had no RAVs in NS5B at the time of failure, including 7 patients treated for 8 weeks, 1 patient treated for 12 weeks without RBV, and the patient described above who relapsed at posttreatment week 48. Treatment-emergent NS5B RAVs M414T, G554S, A553T, G558R, and D559G were each observed in 1 patient, and S556G was detected in 6 patients. Two of the 5 patients with preexisting NS5B variants at baseline had the same variant at the time of failure.

One GT1b-infected patient in the 8-week treatment arm experienced VF; this patient did not have any RAVs at baseline or at the time of VF in any of the three targets.

Among the 20 GT1a-infected patients with VF, treatment-emergent RAVs were detected in all 3 targets in 7 patients, in NS3 and NS5A in 1 patient, in NS3 and NS5B in 2 patients, and in only NS5A in 2 patients. One GT1a-infected patient had a preexisting NS5A variant but no treatment-emergent variants, and 7 GT1a-infected patients (including 6 in the 8-week treatment arm) had no RAVs in any target. The resistance profile was similar among patients experiencing on-treatment breakthrough and those who relapsed posttreatment.

Among the 13 patients not achieving SVR~24~ for nonvirologic reasons, 6 had missing data at the SVR~24~ time point. Postbaseline samples with HCV RNA levels of ≥1,000 IU/ml were available for 2 of the 13 patients ([Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"}). Neither patient had treatment-emergent RAVs in NS3 or NS5A, and 1 had S556G in NS5B.

Activity of paritaprevir, ombitasvir, and dasabuvir against variants in GT1a H77 replicons. {#sec3-4}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The activity of paritaprevir, ombitasvir, and dasabuvir against variants observed in GT1a-infected patients experiencing VF was evaluated in the GT1a H77 replicon ([Table 6](#T6){ref-type="table"}). NS3 variants R155K and D168A conferred lower levels of resistance to paritaprevir than the D168V and D168Y variants. The combination of these variants with either V36M or Y56H conferred an additional 2-fold resistance to paritaprevir. The lower level of resistance conferred by R155K supports the observation that this variant appeared to be suppressed with higher doses of paritaprevir. NS5A variants L31M and H58P did not confer resistance to ombitasvir, and M28V conferred moderate levels of resistance, while M28T, Q30R, and Y93N each conferred at least 800-fold resistance to ombitasvir. Consistent with the phenotype, L31M was not enriched in the patient treated for 8 weeks who had a 31L/M mixture at baseline, and M28V was rarely detected as a treatment-emergent variant in patients experiencing VF. NS5B variants M414I/T and S556G conferred lower levels of resistance to dasabuvir than the C316Y, G554S, and A553T variants. Consistent with the phenotype, M414I was not enriched at the time of failure in the patient randomized to 24 weeks of treatment who had a mixture of 414I/M at baseline.

###### 

Activity of paritaprevir, ombitasvir, and dasabuvir against variants in GT1a H77 replicon

  NS3            NS5A   NS5B                    
  -------------- ------ ------ -------- ------- ---------------------------------------
  V36A           3      M28T   8,965    C316Y   1,472
  V36M           2      M28V   58       M414I   8
  Y56H           3      Q30R   800      M414T   32
  R155K          37     L31M   2        A553T   152
  D168A          50     H58P   0.5      G554S   198
  D168V          96     Y93N   66,740   S556G   30
  D168Y          219                    G558R   ND[^*a*^](#T6F1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  V36M + R155K   79                     D559G   ND
  Y56H + D168Y   451                            

ND, fold resistance could not be determined due to the low replication capacity of the variant.

Geographic and phylogenetic analysis of baseline sequences. {#sec3-5}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Phylogenetic analyses were conducted using baseline sequences from GT1a- and GT1b-infected patients to determine the genetic relatedness of the DAA target sequences according to geographic region. The analysis of NS3 in GT1a included 229 baseline sequences and 3 reference sequences. The geographic distribution of GT1a NS3 sequences included in the analysis was 83% (190/229) from the United States, 16% (37/229) from the European Union, and 1 sequence each from Canada and Australia. Four major phylogenetic groups are depicted in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. The GT1b strain Con1 and GT1c strain HC-G9 reference sequences each sorted as separate groups, and GT1a baseline sequences from the AVIATOR study sorted into 2 distinct clades, with the GT1a H77 reference sequence sorting to clade 1. Both GT1a clades included sequences from the United States and the European Union. Clade 1 included 61% (140/229) of the GT1a baseline sequences, including 7 subgroups comprising 23 sequences. Clade 2 included 39% (89/229) of the GT1a baseline sequences, including 2 subgroups comprising 4 sequences. Baseline sequences from the United States clustered predominantly into clade 1 (68%, 129/190 sequences), while baseline sequences from the European Union clustered predominantly into clade 2 (73%, 27/37 sequences).

![Geographic distribution of HCV NS3 nucleotide sequences. The NS3 neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree is displayed in a circular format. The reliability of the tree topology was examined using 1,000 bootstrapping replicates, and bootstrap values of ≥50 are listed at appropriate nodes in the tree. The genetic distance scale bar indicates the number of nucleotide substitutions per site between sequences. Rest of world, 1 sequence each from Canada and Australia.](zac0091543120001){#F1}

Phylogenetic analyses of NS5B GT1a baseline sequences also revealed a similar conservation of the 2 GT1a clades (data not shown). Phylogenetic analyses of NS5A in GT1a and NS3, NS5B, and NS5A baseline sequences in GT1b each revealed one major cluster of sequences, and specific clustering according to geographic region was not seen (data not shown).

Some of the polymorphisms in NS3, NS5A, and NS5B showed specific geographic distribution ([Table 7](#T7){ref-type="table"}).The majority of the GT1a sequences with Q80K in NS3 sorted into clade 1 (98%, 93/95), with the overall prevalence of Q80K being 66.4% in this clade. The prevalence of Q80K was 46.8% (89/190) in the United States, whereas it was 13.5% (5/37) in the European Union. All of the GT1a-infected patients with M28V in NS5A were from the United States. C316N and S556G in NS5B in GT1b were predominant among sequences from the European Union. Other variants were observed in sequences from the United States as well as the European Union, as shown in [Table 7](#T7){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Distribution of prevalent baseline variants by geographic region

  Target, GT   Variant   Phylogenetic cluster   \%[^*a*^](#T7F1){ref-type="table-fn"}   
  ------------ --------- ---------------------- --------------------------------------- -------------
  NS3, GT1a    Q80K      Clade 1 (*n* = 140)    67.4 (87/129)                           50 (5/10)
                         Clade 2 (*n* = 89)     3.3 (2/61)                              0 (0/27)
                         Total                  46.8 (89/190)                           13.5 (5/37)
  NS5A, GT1a   M28V                             7 (14/191)                              0 (0/42)
  NS5B, GT1a   S556G     Clade 1                2.9 (4/139)                             6.2 (1/16)
                         Clade 2                3.1 (2/65)                              2.8 (1/36)
                         Total                  2.9 (6/204)                             3.9 (2/52)
  NS5A, GT1b   Y93H                             2.9 (2/68)                              8.2 (5/61)
  NS5B, GT1b   C316N                            4.6 (3/65)                              32 (19/59)
               S556G                            6.2 (4/65)                              25 (15/59)

The percentage of patients within each geographic region with the variant. Values in parentheses represent the number of patients with the variant/number of available sequences in the geographic region for each target.

DISCUSSION {#sec4}
==========

The phase 2b AVIATOR trial assessed 2D or 3D combination regimens in 571 treatment-naive and treatment-experienced patients for 8, 12, and 24 weeks. On the basis of the differential SVR~24~ rates observed in this trial ([@B9]), a 3D regimen with and without RBV was selected for further clinical development. Among the 406 subjects across the various arms in the AVIATOR study administered the 3D regimen with or without RBV, there were low rates of discontinuation due to adverse events, and SVR~24~ rates ranged from 88% to 100% ([@B9]). There were 21 virologic failures, of which 10 were in the 8-week arm of the study.

In the AVIATOR trial, the prevalence of baseline RAVs varied by drug target, HCV subtype, and geographic region. The presence of RAVs in NS3 at baseline was rare in either subtype. M28V in GT1a and Y93H in GT1b were the most prevalent baseline RAVs in NS5A, while S556G in NS5B was the most prevalent baseline RAV in both GT1 subtypes. There was not a significant difference in SVR~24~ rates in patients with any preexisting RAV at baseline compared to patients without the RAV, suggesting that either the drug levels or the nonoverlapping resistance profiles of the drugs in the 3D regimen reduce the impact of baseline resistance on treatment response.

Among the 21 patients who experienced VF, the majority of those who received 12 weeks or more of treatment showed the emergence of RAVs across all 3 targets. The most prevalent treatment-emergent RAVs in GT1a were R155K and D168V in NS3, M28T and Q30R in NS5A, and S556G in NS5B. Consistent with the lower levels of resistance conferred by M28V in NS5A to ombitasvir in the GT1a H77 replicon, this variant, which had a 6% baseline prevalence, did not impact treatment outcome and was rarely treatment emergent in virologic failures. The paucity of RAVs at the time of failure among samples from patients who relapsed after 8 weeks of treatment, as detected by clonal sequencing (detection limit, 5 to 10%), suggested that for those patients the duration of treatment was insufficient to fully suppress the wild-type virus population. Virologic failure was rarely seen in patients with GT1b, and the single GT1b-infected patient experiencing VF in the 8-week arm of the study had no RAVs at the time of failure.

Among the 165 patients receiving a 2D regimen with RBV, 17 experienced VF, all with GT1a infection (see Table S1 in the supplemental material). The pattern of treatment-emergent RAVs in these patients was similar to that observed with the 3D regimen (see Table S2 in the supplemental material).

The AVIATOR trial also helped to establish the optimal dosage of paritaprevir. Although comparable efficacies were seen with all doses of paritaprevir/r studied, the infrequent emergence of R155K in patients with VF at a dose of 150/100 mg suggests that this dose was more efficacious at suppressing this variant, which confers 37-fold resistance, than the 100/100-mg dose; hence, in the phase 3 development program, paritaprevir/r was dosed at 150/100 mg.

The persistence of treatment-emergent RAVs is currently being followed to posttreatment week 48 among patients treated with paritaprevir/r-, ombitasvir-, and dasabuvir-based regimens in a pooled analysis of phase 2 and 3 clinical studies and in a 3-year follow-up study that enrolled a subset of subjects from the phase 2 and 3 clinical studies. Resistance analyses with other combination DAA regimens generally suggest that NS5A variants are persistent, while NS3 variants generally decay through posttreatment week 48 ([@B24]).

Given the heterogeneity of the HCV genome, phylogenetic analyses were conducted on NS3, NS5A, and NS5B baseline sequences from patients infected with GT1a and GT1b to compare the genetic relatedness of the sequences according to geographic region. Analysis of NS3 and NS5B revealed conservation of 2 major clusters of HCV GT1a sequences. Clade 1 contained a larger proportion of sequences from the United States and clade 2 contained a larger proportion of sequences from the European Union for both targets. NS3 and NS5B sequences from the United States or the European Union did not form specific subgroup clusters in either clade, suggesting similar genetic relatedness between sequences from the United States and the European Union within each clade of the phylogenetic analysis. A similar divergence of GT1a isolates into 2 distinct clades was described by Pickett et al., using full-genome sequencing data ([@B25]). The clustering of GT1a isolates was not attributed to geography or time of isolation, but a number of clade-informative sites were identified within the NS3 protease, NS5A domains 2 and 3, and NS5B ([@B25]), which is consistent with our observations. The inclusion of only domain 1 of NS5A in our phylogenetic analysis may account for the observed lack of clustering of GT1a NS5A sequences into separate clades.

In this study, all GT1a sequences encoding M28V in NS5A were from the United States, and GT1b sequences encoding C316N and S556G in NS5B were predominant in the European Union. As Q80K in GT1a NS3 impacts treatment outcome with the NS3 protease inhibitor simeprevir ([@B5], [@B7]), the prevalence of this polymorphism was evaluated in this study. The majority of sequences encoding Q80K in NS3 (98%) were found within one GT1a cluster. A phylogenetic analysis of GT1a sequences by geographic region and time of sample collection by McCloskey et al. indicated that the majority of the Q80K-carrying sequences (96%) have descended from a single substitution event that occurred over 50 years ago in the United States ([@B26]). This evolutionary history may account for the geographic differences in Q80K prevalence. In this study, Q80K was observed at a prevalence of 46.8% among sequences from the United States and at a prevalence of 13.5% among the sequences from the European Union.

In conclusion, while RAVs in NS5A and NS5B were observed at baseline, they did not appear to affect treatment response, suggesting that this multitargeted HCV GT1 antiviral regimen affords a high barrier to resistance. Overall VF rates were low at 5.2%. RAVs were typically selected in all 3 targets in patients who failed after receiving 12 or more weeks of treatment, while most patients who relapsed after 8 weeks of treatment did so without any detectable RAVs. The results from the AVIATOR study were used to determine the optimal treatment regimen, duration, and paritaprevir dose for further development of paritaprevir/r, ombitasvir, and dasabuvir in treatment-naive and treatment-experienced patients with chronic HCV GT1 infection, including those with compensated cirrhosis ([@B27][@B28][@B31]).
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Supplemental material for this article may be found at <http://dx.doi.org/10.1128/AAC.00998-15>.
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